Improve patient care by elevating your talent

CURRENT CHALLENGES

55% OF HEALTHCARE OPERATING EXPENSE is labor.
Source: Healthcare Financial Management Association

50% OF HEALTHCARE JOB OPENINGS go unfilled.
Source: Ringo

STEPS IN THE JOURNEY to talent excellence

VISIBILITY
Do you know your optimal staffing & DEI mix?
BENEFIT: ECONOMIES OF SCALE

STRATEGY
Do you have an enterprise-wide plan?
BENEFIT: SHARED OBJECTIVES

INNOVATION
Are you using technology to automate processes?
BENEFIT: DISRUPTIVE CHANGE

INSIGHT
Are you getting actionable information?
BENEFIT: DATA-DRIVEN ANALYSIS

Components of a TOTAL TALENT APPROACH

Benefits of a TOTAL TALENT APPROACH

better insights (73%)
Source: Randstad

drives down costs (84%)
increased patient satisfaction (64%)